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Abstract

The incidences rates of Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) the highest in sports, especially among juvenile 
female soccer players, and a common method for decreasing pain, improve muscle function, circulation and 
proprioception is using kinesiotaping (KT). To determine the effects of using KT on functional performance 
(FP) of juvenile soccer players with (ACL) injuries. Twenty-three juvenile female soccer players (Age13.31 ± 0.25 
years; Stature 1.49 ± 0.18m; BMI 21.3 ± 2.24 kg/m2) participants in this study. Twelve participants with mild 
(ACL) injuries in the experimental group (EXP), and (11) player with no history of (ACL) injuries in the control 
group (CON). KT was applied once and maintained for three consecutive days on (EXP) group. Participants 
performed three functional tests (Vertical jumping heights, Shape of 8 hop test and Shape side hop test) with 
and without the knee taped. The ANOVA (one-way) test with repeated measures and independent t-tests was 
applied, considering a 5% significance level. There was a significant between-group difference at each time 
point after KT application (p<0.05), with lower pain in the kinesiotaping. Pair wise comparison of the outcome 
measures in the two occasions (without KT and with KT) revealed statistically significant differences in all FP 
test (p<0.05). There was a significant between-group difference after application in the KT group (p < 0.05). 
The KT has superior effect in juvenile female soccer players with mild (ACL) injuries and can be used safely for 
improving knee joint stability and FP.
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Introduction

Soccer injuries are among the highest in sports for both males and females when considering 1,000 hours 
of the game. [1] “Stated that epidemiology studies on the occurrence rates of soccer injuries among young 
players are relatively rare and difficult to compare”. Increased risk of injury is associated with internal factors 
including the level of talent, strength, sport-specific techniques and postural stability [2].The ACL injuries 
are most common injuries among young male and female soccer player. The (ACL) has usually exposes to 
persistent pressure for long term that could be taken many years however, individual differences among young 
male and female soccer is consideration [3]. Much of the attention has focused on the seemingly higher injury 
rates in young female soccer as compared to elite male soccer [4]. The significance of anatomical position of 
ACL which is deeply lied in center of knee among other ligaments as well proximally articulated with femur 
bone and distally with tibia bone. Its function mainly to control straight up and rotating movement between 
tibia and femur moreover, restrict torsion movement of tibia. Basically, ACT injury may happen due to drop 

from high jump or accident attachment with opposite player that would be 
result in damage of this ligament and painful sensation in knee. Its worthy 
mention, the main role of ACT is providing stability of the knee. The frequent 
occurrence of injury of knee is necessary to shed light on creating new 
prevention programs to support knee joint [5].  Previous studies have been 
using certain devices for external knee stabilization to increase performance 
in lower-extremity function nevertheless that was not adequate as convenient 
results [6-7]. Utilizing of conventional knee stabilizers to elevate functional 
performance is still controversial. Consequently, Kinesiotaping application is 
regarding novel taping technique to support knee stabilization. Kinesio Tape 
(KT) is explored by Kenzo Kase, a Japanese chiropractor in 1980 and has widely 
used in clinical applications. KT is made from of polymer elastic strand mixed 
with pure cotton fibers moreover its thickness is comparable to epidermis that 
would be gain high evaporation and dry in moisture effected area of body 
[8]. Also, it characteristics with pure acrylic as adhesive properties that will 
act on activating body heat more further, can safely use for few days without 
complications [9]. There are some factors associated to high injury incidence 
among young soccer players, as previous study mention that high rates of 
injuries among juvenile female attributed to apply fault techniques in training   
and using hazard equipment [10]. Further reason of high injury occurrence 
are application not suitable equipment and technique, poor coaching and r 
training [11-12]. In view of the lack understanding among young adolescents 
on the importance of being physically fit, it may also lead to increase certain 
injury in many joints. Therefore, the aim of current study is to reveal the 
influence of KT in functional performance on ACL injuries in juvenile female 
soccer players.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Twenty-three juvenile female soccer players (Age13.31 ± 0.25 years; Stature 
1.49 ± 0.18 m; BMI 21.3 ± 2.24 kg/m2) participants in this study. Twelve 
participants with (ACL) mild injuries in the experimental group (EXP), and (11) 
participants without of (ACL) injuries in the control group (CON). KT was applied 
once and maintained for three consecutive days on (EXP) group. Participants 
performed three functional tests (Vertical jumping heights, Shape of 8 hop test 
and Shape side hop test) with and without the knee taped. All players in the 
EXP and CON groups received oral and written information about the study 

aims, in addition provided with written consent to participation in the study. 

Physical Tests

Players in both groups performed a 5-minute warm-up then completed 3 
functional performance tests (Shape of 8 hop test, Shape side hop test and 
Vertical jumping heights test),  Figures 1, 2, 3. The time for (Shape of 8 hop 
test and Shape side hop test) recording by electronic timer. All participants 
per formed up to three practice trials of each test to familiar with the testing 
procedures, and then followed by three trials at maxims effort. The players 
take rest for at least one minute between each individual trial. 

Shape of 8 Test

The Shape of 8 hop test, a (5) m course outlined by cones was used (Figure 1). 
Each player was instructed to hop on one limb, two times around the course 
as faster as possible. Players perform 3 trials with approximately five minute 
recovery between each course. Player, who fell, did not complete the course or 
missed the stopwatch pad, asked to perform the trial again [13]. The reliability, 
(ICC) of the test is very highs (ICC = 0.95).

Shape Side Hop Test

The Shape side hop test, all players were instructed to hop on one limb later-
ally over a (30) cm distance course (Figure 2). One course constitute hop on 
one later ally (30) cm and back to the start line. Each player was instructed to 
complete (10) times as faster as possible. If player fell, miss stopwatch pad, not 
complete the (30) cm hopping the trial, asked to perform the trial again [14]. 
The reliability, (ICC) of the test is very highs (ICC = 0.84).

Vertical jump height Test

The Vertical Jump Height (VJH) was measured by maxims double-leg jump with 
arm swing (Figure 3). Players position they feet approximately with shoulder 
width before attempting the jump. The VJH was determined to the nearest (0.1) 
cm. Players perform 3 jump trials with approximately one minute recovery 
between each jumps. The reliability, (ICC) of the test is very highs (ICC = 0.97).

Using of Kinesio Tape

Examination has been performed for baseline study voluntaries, participants 
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were divided into two groups; first, KT group as experimental group (EXP)) 
and second, free-KT group as control group (CON)). Participants in EXP group 
were subjected to tape application by Kinesio Tape Tex with tension, while 
participants in CON group stay without taping. Taping procedure has been 
done under physiotherapist supervision who was regularly utilizing KT in the 
clinical work. The tape was just laid on skin of participants in EXP group. Kinesio 
Tex® Tape has different properties such as porous, waterproof, and adhesive. 
Participants in EXP group have been educated that they were subjected to 
exercise and take shower with the tape on. The dimensions of KT were 5 cm 
in width and 0.5 mm in thickness. KT application has been done according 
to instructions Kenzo Kase’s Kinesio taping manual. All participants in EXP 
group have been taped knee sprain in lateral and medial surfaces. One long 
Y-strip and the other one small Y- strip were involved in Techniques of KT. 
The participants in EXP group were seated position with the knee flexed. The 
long Y- strip, first strip was applied in the middle of thigh. Remove the backing 
to the end of the tails, and applied the tails around either side of the patella 
with 25-50% tension. Small Y-strip (second strip) was laterally used in patella. 
Remove the backing to the end of the tails, and applied the tails above and 
below the patella with 50% tension. Applied the anchors of the tail ends with 
no tension on the medial side of the patella (Figure 4). Rub the kinesiology tape 
down onto the skin to ensure optimum adhesion. The KT was applied once and 
maintained for three consecutive days (Figures 5 and 6). 

Statistical Analysis (SPSS)

The statistical analysis was performed with software package (SPSS v19, 
Chicago, US). Tables were used for described categorical data, frequency and 
means + SD calculated for all measures. The repeated measures ANOVA (one-
way) using to compere between groups. The statistical significance was set at 
(p≤ 0.05).

Results

The results showed no changes in body mass or stature in both groups at 
baseline characteristics when analyzing the results of 23 female young soccer 
players participated in this study (Table 1). Means and + SD for all tests are 
showed in the (Table 2). Measures of leg power (VJH) increased significantly 
[6.7±1.5% (p < 0.05), Table 2] in EXP, but not CON group [-0.7±0.3% (p > 0.05), 
Table 2]. Whilst there was improve in EXP for both Shape of 8 and Shape side 
hop tests to [-1.3±0.2% and -1.7±1.5% (p < 0.05) respectively, Table 2], no 
significant in the CON group for both Shape of 8 and Shape side hop tests 
[1.5±1.8% and 1.8±0.5% (p > 0.05) respectively, Table 2] when compared with 
EXP group.

Figure 1: Shape of 8 Test.

Figure 2: Shape Side Hop Test.

Figure 3: Vertical jump height Test.

Figure 4: Application by Kinesio Tape.

Figure 5: Pre- and Post- intervention data measures in the EXP group.

Figure 6: Pre- and Post- intervention data measures in the CON group.
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Discussion

Several studies have demonstrated the action of KT in supporting functional 
performance and reduce injuries especially, in muscles, ligament and tendon 
[15]. It has been explained role of KT in many protocols of rehabilitation as well 
as in prevention of athletes injuries throughout healthcare field application 
particularly, physical therapists and athletic trainers [16]. However, KT 
efficacy is still not approved in prevention ACL injuries among juvenile female 
soccer player. Meanwhile few studies have been shown that KT application 
in mitigating pain symptoms in clinical approaches [15-17]. In addition, some 
trials have been applied KT to demonstrate its efficacy in pain reduction via 
randomized double-blinded. However these trials need more evidence. The 
purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of KT on FP of juvenile 
female soccer players with ACL. The high improvement was showed for (VJH) 
height (EXP = 6.2 ± 4.1%; CON = -0.2 ± 0.4%, p < 0.05, Figures 5, 6). In soccer, 
leg power muscles would likely be associated with improved jumping and 
sprinting ability on the field [18-20]. However, it may also serve to decrease 
the risk of knee, ankle and other lower limb extremity injuries [21]. The results 
of this study were consistent with results of the most recent study done by 
[22] that showed increased explosive power with KT application. While not 
consistent with previous study that showed no difference in the VJH height 
for players with KT application [23]. This corresponds to the previous study in 
which they showed no significant increase of muscle peak torque 10 minutes 
after tape application, but increased torque after 24 hours of KT application 
[24]. That was corresponding to previous study that mention the challenges of 
application of this type of tape in tension due to muscle fibers direction that 
would be result in muscles strength [25]. The knee flexion of angle impacts ACL 
loading through its relationships with tendon-tibia of patella shaft angle and 
ACL elevate angle [26-27]. Studies showed that ACL loading decreased when 
knee flexion angles increased [82, 27]. In the present study, KT application 
resulted in improved figure-of-8 leg power (EXP = -1.7 ±4.5%, p < 0.05; CON = 
1.5 ±3.2%, p > 0.05, Figures 5, 6) and side hop leg power (EXP = -1.8 ±9.8%, p < 
0.05; CON = 1.6 ±5.3%, p > 0.05, Figures 5, 6). In both EXP and CON groups the 
different initial conditions of this result might be attributed. In addition, that 
could be attributed to KT application induced increase extension of isokinetic 
knee peak torque and distance of single leg hop. Many authors referring to this 
type of tape and bracing improved proprioceptive activity because stimulation 
increased in cutaneous mechanoreceptors [29]. However, results of the 
findings vary, with some studies showing improved proprioceptive activity [30]. 
While others showed no change or worse activity with tape and brace [31-32]. 
Present study was applied tape once and keeps on 72 hours. The results of 
this study clearly indicated that the ACL of soccer injuries in juvenile female 
players can be reduced by a KT application. The greatest effects were observed 
for mild injuries incurred during training. The findings in this study indicated 
a statistical significance on FP of juvenile female soccer players with mild ACL 
injuries. 

Conclusion

In conclusion, current study confirmed that ACL injuries could be relief by using 
KT in juvenile female who are suffering from this type of injury. The results 
showed significant improvement in FP in short time after using KT, meanwhile 
there is no significant improvement has been observed in soccer players who 
are not applying KT. In addition, it has been shown that KT application was high 
efficacy in increasing single leg hop distance as well as improving isokinetic 
knee extension peak torque. This study recommended for further researches 
to explain gender differences that related to use of this type of taping.
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